celebrating over 70 years of superior domestic granite
Williams Stone Company, Inc.
QUALITY PRODUCTS & TIMELESS SERVICE SINCE 1947

ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS & CURB SETTERS WITH
SERVING MUNICIPALITIES, STATE DOT’S, ARCHITECTS,
VAST DOMESTIC RAW MATERIAL RESERVES

Williams Stone owns four quarries possessing substantial reserves so we will never run out of the granite you specify. Our Chester Gray® and Old Berkshire® quarries in East Otis, MA have decades of granite still to be quarried. Our Carlton, Georgia property is the site of two quarries that produce our most popular granites: Williams Blue Sky™ and Moonlit Rose®, which according to the USGS, sit on a vein of natural granite estimated to be over 35 miles long, two miles deep and seven miles wide.

Our team of skilled craftsmen, result in an efficient, high quality production process that ensures your products are fabricated to exacting specification.

D O T - A P P R O V A L S  A C R O S S  T H E  C O U N T R Y

It is essential when doing public work that you be able to obtain products that meet local, state and municipal DOT specification requirements. Williams Stone Company has long been approved in the Northeast and now has a rapidly expanding list of DOT certifications as we provide curb and related products for projects across the country. If you are unsure of your specific requirements, our experienced sales team can get you pointed in the right direction.

ENVI RONM EN T A L L Y  F R IEN D L Y P R O D U C T I O N  A N D  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

We are proud that our entire production facility is powered by the clean, renewable energy produced by the 600 kW wind turbine we installed in 2009. Not only does it lower our operating costs, but it also significantly reduces our carbon footprint, making all of our products even more ecologically friendly.

L A R G E  I N V E N T O R Y  F O R  T I M E L Y  S H I P P I N G

We pride ourselves on maintaining a fleet that includes the nation’s largest inventories of standard granite curbing and large granite blocks ready for fabrication. This allows our knowledgeable support staff to schedule prompt delivery to your job site, often within just a few days, so you can meet your most critical installation deadlines.

E X P E R I E N C E D  C A D  S U P P O R T  S E R V I C E S

Our experienced CAD Support Team can provide individual detail drawings and comprehensive setting plans in the most popular CAD software formats. Each different curb item is color coded, lettered and noted on the setting plan. The radius and length of each piece is shown on the corresponding curb schedule so you know what goes where. We can even print 3D components to help with the production of highly complex shapes. Our landscape drawings clearly illustrate the design intent for fast confident approvals. Each piece on the setting plan is keyed to labeled cutlings, paving, veneer and landscape products to help ensure that the installing contractor – be it a curb setter or subcon- tractor – has everything needed to do the job right the first time, every time.
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The American work ethic is alive and well in East Otis, MA where we fabricate some of the finest domestic granite products available anywhere.

■ Curbing for streets, highways, bridges, parking lots, landscaping and more (see pages 4-5)
■ Veneers and capping for bridges, walls and building facades (see pages 6-7)
■ Paving for walkways, patios, driveways and slope retention (see pages 8-9)
■ Landscape and dimensional stone to complement any design (see pages 10-11) Each and every piece is quarried and fabricated right here in the United States.

QUALITY & ATTENTIVE PROVISION FOR FAST, ACCURATE PRODUCTION

Since founded in 1947, Williams Stone Company has continued to invest in the most advanced equipment available. In fact, if what we need isn’t commercially available, we will design and fabricate it ourselves.

These innovations, coupled with our team of skilled craftsmen, result in an efficient, high quality production process that ensures your products are fabricated to exacting specification.

Additionally, all the raw material from our Georgia quarries is shipped to our East Otis facility by rail rather than via truck, meaning our granite is an even greener alternative to competitive products like concrete or asphalt. The national demand for Williams Stone Company’s high quality gray granite curbing and landscaping products continues to grow. This is why we established a network of transportation companies to ship our products anywhere in the 48 contiguous United States at competitive prices. Williams Stone also offers nationwide containerized rail shipping of all its granite products to anywhere there is a regional intermodal terminal. This capability can save thousands of dollars in shipping costs over conventional shipping via truck.

OUR COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Ever since Lester Williams and Verne Stone got together and sold their first piece of granite in 1947, we at Williams Stone Company have promised that our service would be as dependable as the products we produce. Our continuing investment in the best granite fabrication equipment technology can offer, a wide and varied inventory, combined with an experienced, service-oriented staff, allows us to honor this commitment – a pledge that starts with committed pricing and finishes with on-time delivery. We believe that’s the only way to do business.

Edwin Williams CEO

Paving and transportation companies to help ensure that the installing contractor – be it a curb setter or subcon-tractor – has everything needed to do the job right the first time, every time.
Granite curbing all natural – forever

Why should you specify granite curbing from Williams Stone Company?
Consider five good reasons:
One: It lasts five times longer than concrete or asphalt, enduring the harshest environments—such as road salt—for decades, even generations. And it is recyclable—granite curb can be removed and reused again and again.
Two: It is an ecologically sound product that, unlike alternative products, presents no environmental or toxicity issues.
Three: While sometimes initially higher in price than competitive materials like concrete or asphalt, it lasts longer and returns far greater value over the life of the installation. For proof, visit the Why Granite? section on our website www.williamsstone.com to download independent life-cycle cost studies.
Four: Its natural texture and decorative appeal enhances any installation, whether a historic renovation, a towering architectural masterpiece or the restful aura of an inspired landscape design. Granite always looks good.
Five: Wherever your project within the contiguous 48 states, our vast inventory, flexible manufacturing operation and efficient shipping network allows prompt delivery of most common curbing types and sizes.
Please visit our curbing pages for more information on specific types, sizes and details.
Granite veneer naturally beautiful – naturally durable

Enhances the design of any project while providing protection with all-natural durability. Williams Stone veneers are available in all of our granite colors and can be combined to provide a more dramatic visual layout. Finishes range from the traditional rocked face, split and hammered to the modern honed and thermaled.
We offer a variety of paving products, from sawn all sides thermal top to split, cobbles.

Sawn/thermal paving, from standard 12"x12" and 24"x24" to custom rectangular and radial patterns. The project photos shown on these pages will give you an idea of how pavers can be used to enhance your design.

Split paving blocks are available in a variety of sizes and finishes ranging from a standard square, split cobbles to old world style with eased edges produced in thicknesses ranging from 4-inches for pedestrian traffic to our 6-inch-thick heavy duty paving blocks for vehicular traffic and slope retention.

All our paving products are produced to MFGQA specifications.
Our team will work alongside you to achieve your design goals while staying under budget. From accurate take-offs to comprehensive shop tickets and drawings, our engineering department will provide you and our fabrication team with the necessary tools to ensure both efficient completion of your project and design intent.

Granite dimensional and landscape products
Granite Colors Available From Williams Stone Company, Inc.

Chester Gray®

Williams Blue Sky™

Moonlit Rose®

Old Berkshire®